Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this paper we analyse the effects of breaking detailed balance for interacting particle systems (as described by Markov processes \[[@CR32]\]), and their hydrodynamic scaling limits (as described by Macroscopic Fluctuation Theory \[[@CR9]\]). The interacting particle systems represent microscopic descriptions of physical systems, in which the motion of each particle may be followed individually. The (fluctuating) hydrodynamic model of the same system describes its behaviour on large length and time scales, in which case the motion of the individual particles is no longer visible, and one works instead with a smooth density field, whose time evolution includes a deterministic element as well as a (weak) stochastic noise \[[@CR28]\].

Among interacting particle systems, those with detailed balance are special---they correspond to Markov chains that are reversible with respect to an invariant measure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$. Physically, these models are important because their steady states are time-reversal symmetric and lack any persistent currents, so they can be used to describe systems that relax to states of thermal equilibrium. They also have applications outside physics, because given a (possibly non-normalised) measure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$. This construction is at the root of many Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods \[[@CR2], [@CR34]\], in which one typically aims to generate large numbers of uncorrelated samples from a prescribed distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$. Such methods have widespread applications including Bayesian learning, protein folding and cryptography \[[@CR14]\].

In both the physical systems and the MCMC methods, an important question is the rate of convergence to equilibrium of the relevant Markov chains. In MCMC, this rate controls the computational cost required to obtain independent samples from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$, which is an important factor in the efficiency of the method. In the physical systems, the question of how fast a system converges to equilibrium controls many physical properties including fluid viscosities, and systems' abilities to respond to changes in external conditions, such as temperature.

Recently, several results have become available which show that for a given invariant measure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$, reversible Markov chains have the slowest convergence \[[@CR10], [@CR24], [@CR30], [@CR35], [@CR36], [@CR39]\]. Given that most common MCMC methods are based on such reversible models, and that faster convergence is linked to improved efficiency, this observation offers a route towards the development of new and more efficient methods, some of which are already becoming available \[[@CR5]\]. Breaking reversibility can be achieved by an explicit modification of transition rates \[[@CR36]\], or by an expansion of the state space (*lifting*) to incorporate persistence of motion or inertial effects \[[@CR12], [@CR15]\]. The main physical feature of the resulting irreversible Markov chains is that they (generically) have non-equilibrium steady states characterised by finite entropy production and dissipation of energy. Compared to the equilibrium setting, the nature of fluctuations and convergence to steady state in non-equilibrium systems is much less understood, and is an area of important current activity \[[@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR13]\].

To address these questions, this paper presents several new results. First, we revisit existing results for microscopic models, concentrating in particular on the spectral gap of the generator, and how it is affected when detailed balance is broken. Second, we investigate how breaking detailed balance affects the hydrodynamic limit of the model---in this latter case, convergence to equilibrium is most easily analysed via large deviations of the empirical measure \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Third, we illustrate our general results by numerical results of a simple interacting particle system---the zero-range process \[[@CR38]\]. These numerical results are particularly relevant since the analytical results indicate that breaking detailed balance can never slow down convergence to equilibrium, but they provide rather little insight into how much this convergence can be accelerated, nor how this effect depends on the specific way in which detailed balance is broken. We provide some general remarks and comments in this direction.

Characterisation of Convergence to Steady State {#Sec2}
-----------------------------------------------

A number of methods are available to analyse the time required for a system to reach its steady state. This section contains a brief review of some of them. For microscopic models---such as Markov processes on (finite) discrete spaces and SDEs---we mention some recent work showing how breaking detailed balance can accelerate convergence of systems to their steady states. These results serve as a foundation for our results here, which show how these effects manifest on the macroscopic scale.

### Spectral Gap {#Sec3}

The first---and most common---method for analysis of convergence to equilibrium is to estimate the spectral gap of the generator of the relevant stochastic process. In general, the eigenvalues $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{\lambda _i\}$$\end{document}$ of the generator are complex numbers, there is a simple eigenvalue $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _0=0$$\end{document}$ and all other eigenvalues have negative real parts. The spectral gap $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _\mathrm{min}$$\end{document}$ is the minimal value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\lambda _i^r|$$\end{document}$ among the non-zero eigenvalues, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _i^r$$\end{document}$ denotes the real part of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _i$$\end{document}$. Roughly speaking, the physical significance of the spectral gap is that the system converges exponentially fast to its steady state, with a characteristic time scale$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \tau _\mathrm{g}=(1/\alpha _\mathrm{min}). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$For stochastic differential equations \[[@CR24], [@CR30]\] and discrete-space Markov processes \[[@CR36]\], it has been shown that irreversible processes generically have smaller time scales $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _\mathrm{g}$$\end{document}$, compared to reversible processes with the same invariant measure. We provide further results in this direction in Sect. [2.1.1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} below, for the discrete space Markov processes that are relevant for interacting particle systems.

### Asymptotic Variance {#Sec4}

Another set of methods for the analysis of the convergence to steady state is based on empirical time averages. That is, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X_t$$\end{document}$ be the state of the system at time *t* and let *f* be an observable quantity (test function) whose value at time *t* is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f(X_t)$$\end{document}$. Then the empirical time average of *f* is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \overline{f}(T) := \frac{1}{T} \int _0^T f(X_s) \;\! ds. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The quantity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{f}(T)$$\end{document}$ is a random variable which---under suitable conditions related to ergodicity---converges almost surely to the expectation value of *f*, which we denote by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{T} (\bar{f}(T)-\mathbb E_\pi (f))$$\end{document}$ converges by the central limit theorem to a normal distribution with variance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ^2_f$$\end{document}$. The latter is referred to as asymptotic variance or time average variance constant (TAVC) which can be obtained as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ^2_f=\lim _{T\rightarrow \infty } T\mathrm {Var}(\bar{f}(T))$$\end{document}$, see in \[[@CR2], Chapter IV\], \[[@CR35]\] and \[[@CR40], Sect. 3.5\]. Hence, the variance of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{f}(T)$$\end{document}$ decays for large times as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Var}(\overline{f}(T))\sim \sigma ^2_f/T$$\end{document}$. It is then natural to identify a time scale $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau ^f_\mathrm{v}:=\sigma ^2_f/\mathrm {Var}_\pi (f)$$\end{document}$. Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau ^f_\mathrm{v}$$\end{document}$ depends on the observable *f* of interest---roughly speaking it represents the autocorrelation time of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _\mathrm{g}$$\end{document}$ are different time scales: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau ^f_\mathrm{v}$$\end{document}$ controls the convergence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _\mathrm{g}$$\end{document}$ controls the convergence of the probability measure itself. As for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _\mathrm{g}$$\end{document}$, one finds that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ^2_f$$\end{document}$ can be reduced by breaking detailed balance in Markov chains \[[@CR10], [@CR39]\] and SDEs \[[@CR18], [@CR25]\].

### Large Deviations at Level-1 and Level-2 {#Sec5}

A more detailed analysis of the large-*T* behaviour of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{f}(T) $$\end{document}$ is available from large deviation theory \[[@CR23], [@CR40]\]. Informally, one expects that for large *T*, the random variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{f}(T)$$\end{document}$ satisfies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm {Prob}\Bigl [ \overline{f}(T) \approx \hat{f}\Bigr ] \asymp \mathrm{e}^{-T I_f(\hat{f})} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$for some *rate function* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_f$$\end{document}$ (which depends on the choice of test function *f*). We use the notation in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) throughout this work as an informal way to state large deviation principles: it means that the log probability that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{f}(T)$$\end{document}$ takes a value in a small interval containing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_f$$\end{document}$ is a level-1 rate function \[[@CR23]\].

A yet more detailed analysis is available by considering not just the large deviations of a single test function *f* but instead to consider large deviations of the empirical measure. That is, for a Markov chain on a discrete space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{x,y}$$\end{document}$ is a Kronecker delta. The empirical measure at time *t* is a vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bar{\mu }_T = (\bar{\mu }_T(x))_{x\in \Omega }$$\end{document}$. For large enough *T*, ergodicity implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ in this limit are described by a large deviation principle at level-2:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm {Prob}\bigl [\bar{\mu }_T \approx \nu \bigr ] \asymp \mathrm{e}^{-T I_2(\nu )} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_2$$\end{document}$ is the rate function \[[@CR17]\], which now depends on a vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_f$$\end{document}$ for any observable *f* can be obtained by a contraction of this large deviation principle, so the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_2$$\end{document}$ contains a great deal of information about the convergence of a system to its steady state. Moreover, as might be expected from the terminology "rate function", the quantity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recent work by Rey-Bellet and Spiliopoulos \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\] has motivated the analysis of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_2$$\end{document}$ as a measure of the rate of convergence of processes to their steady states. Their work, and that of Bierkens \[[@CR10]\], show that breaking detailed balance accelerates this convergence. Note however that in contrast to the spectral gap---where a single number characterises the rate of convergence of the whole system---the rate function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ for which it is evaluated; similarly the asymptotic variance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ^2_f$$\end{document}$ depends on the specific observable *f*. In this sense, the information available from the asymptotic variance and the large deviations is greater than that available from the spectral gap, but this extra information may also make these measures harder to interpret in terms of simple acceleration or slowing down of convergence to equilibrium. Of course, other useful measurements of convergence rates are available, such as mixing times \[[@CR31]\], cutoff phenomena (see e.g. \[[@CR29]\], where cutoff was recently established for the asymmetric simple exclusion process) and log-Sobolev constants (e.g. \[[@CR16]\]), but these are not analysed in this work.

Outline {#Sec6}
-------

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Sect. [2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} includes a theoretical analysis of the effects of breaking detailed balance on convergence to steady states, including both Markov chains (Sect. [2.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}) and hydrodynamic limits (Sect. [2.2](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}). Section [3](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} presents numerical results that illustrate this acceleration in the zero-range process: we provides examples in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional settings. Finally, Sect. [4](#Sec29){ref-type="sec"} contains our conclusions.

Theoretical Results {#Sec7}
===================

Acceleration of the Microscopic Dynamics {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------
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Given these preliminaries, we can now be precise about the sense in which breaking detailed balance accelerates convergence: in all cases we compare the process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### The Spectral Gap {#Sec9}

To illustrate how breaking detailed balance accelerates convergence, we show in Proposition [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} below that breaking detailed balance can only increase the spectral gap, so that the convergence of the irreversible process is characterised by a smaller value of the time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Proposition 1 {#FPar1}
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#### Proof {#FPar2}
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### Bounds on Level-2 Rate Functions for Discrete Markov Processes {#Sec10}

From Proposition [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and using ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), one clearly has$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now show (Proposition [2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}) that the rate of convergence of the irreversible model has an upper bound, as well as the lower bound given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_2(\mu )$$\end{document}$ is bounded both above and below, just as the spectral gap is bounded in ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}). This limits the acceleration that is available by breaking detailed balance for (finite) discrete Markov processes, in contrast to the situation for diffusions \[[@CR35]\]. The proof for the following proposition is based on the variational formula for the level-2 LDP \[[@CR23]\]. Whilst the lower bound, which is known in the literature, see e.g. \[[@CR10], [@CR36]\], follows from the variational representation of the rate function, the upper bound is (to our knowledge) a novel result.
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#### Proof {#FPar4}

The rate functional is given by a variational formula \[[@CR23]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the upper bound, it is convenient to define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Discussion {#Sec11}

Our intuition for the (bounded) acceleration by breaking detailed balance is as follows: for reversible processes we can think of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(t)=\sum _x \mu _t(x) \log ( \mu _t(x)/\pi (x))$$\end{document}$, within a particular geometric setting \[[@CR33]\]. The precise nature of this geometry is immaterial for this discussion: the key point is that relaxation to equilibrium is fast when the free energy gradient is steep, and tends to be slow when it is shallow. On breaking detailed balance, the free energy still decreases monotonically, but its motion is no longer restricted to the direction of steepest descent. This can have several possible effects and the rate of change of *F*(*t*) may either increase or decrease on breaking detailed balance. However, we argue that an important contribution to the acceleration of convergence arises because the irreversible component of the dynamics drives the system away from regions where the free energy gradient is shallow and into regions where it is steeper. We will demonstrate this effect explicitly at the hydrodynamic level, in Sect. [2.2.3](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}.

Notice however, that while slow processes associated with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {tr}(\mathcal {L})=\mathrm {tr}(\mathcal {L}_S)$$\end{document}$: since the trace is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues, one sees that if some (slow) processes are accelerated by breaking detailed balance another set of (faster) processes must be slowed down by a similar amount. Within the intuitive picture, our interpretation is that the irreversible component of the dynamics acts to push the system away from regions where the free energy gradient is very steep, so the differences between very fast and very slow processes tend to be smoothed out by the irreversibility.

Accelerating Macroscopic Processes {#Sec12}
----------------------------------

In this section we consider hydrodynamic limits of interacting particle systems, as described by the macroscopic fluctuation theory (MFT) \[[@CR9]\]. We will demonstrate that the large deviation result ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) has a counterpart at the hydrodynamic level. We also explore the geometrical interpretation of this result, and we connect our result to earlier work related to SDEs that describe the motion of single particles \[[@CR35]\].

### Macroscopic Fluctuation Theory {#Sec13}

We first recall the core parts of the macroscopic fluctuation theory (MFT). For a detailed review we refer to \[[@CR9]\]. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda =[0,1]^d$$\end{document}$. If we consider a microscopic particle process (indexed by *L*), its description within MFT involves two random fields, the empirical particle density$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _t^L$$\end{document}$ is the local particle density and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j_t^L$$\end{document}$ is a vector that indicates the rate of particle flow.

The idea of the hydrodynamic limit is that if we observe an interacting particle system on suitably large scales of length and time, then the system can be described in terms of sufficiently smooth fields $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ and *j*, instead of requiring a microscopic description in which all particle positions are taken into account. The deterministic quantities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \partial _t \rho _t + \nabla \cdot j_t = 0 . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda $$\end{document}$ is fixed in the hydrodynamic limit. The relevance to large length and time scales in the microscopic model is that one considers a large number of particles *N* within a domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda _L$$\end{document}$ of linear size *L*. One takes *N*, *L* to infinity together for a fixed density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L\rightarrow \infty $$\end{document}$.

Within this hydrodynamic limit, the behaviour of the system on suitably large scales of space and time becomes increasingly deterministic. For example, given a time interval \[0, *T*\] and initial and final densities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _T$$\end{document}$, the probability measure for paths connecting these initial and final states concentrates (in the hydrodynamic limit) on a single most likely path. This result can be expressed as a large deviation principle for paths, which can, following \[[@CR9]\], be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal I(\rho , j) =\infty $$\end{document}$ otherwise. We refer the reader to the review \[[@CR9]\] for details on the validity of ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) for a large class of particle systems including the symmetric exclusion process and zero-range processes \[[@CR28], [@CR38]\].

Note that in contrast to the large deviation principle in Sect. [1.1.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} which is concerned with large times, this principle involves a limit of large *L*, with a fixed time interval \[0, *T*\].
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                \begin{document}$$J(\rho _t)$$\end{document}$ in ([25](#Equ25){ref-type=""}) as the most likely current field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _t$$\end{document}$. Within MFT, the current is assumed \[[@CR9], Eq. (2.6)\] to have the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} J(\rho ) = -D(\rho ) \nabla \rho + \chi (\rho ) E , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$, and *E* is a fixed (*x*-dependent) vector field.
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                \begin{document}$$\chi $$\end{document}$ correspond to a density-dependent diffusivity and mobility, while *E* corresponds to an external force. For a given interacting particle system, the parameters *D*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi $$\end{document}$ and *E* can (in principle) be derived from the microscopic rules of the model. These parameters (along with appropriate boundary conditions associated with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\partial \Lambda $$\end{document}$) fully specify the rate function ([25](#Equ25){ref-type=""}) and they fully describe the hydrodynamic limit of the interacting particle system. To fix the ideas precisely, it may be useful to note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J(\rho )$$\end{document}$ in ([26](#Equ26){ref-type=""}) is itself a field, whose value at position $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J(\rho )(x) = -D(\rho (x)) \nabla \rho (x) + \chi (\rho (x)) E(x)$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$$J(\rho )$$\end{document}$ is the most likely current for a given density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$, it follows that for a given initial condition, the path measure is dominated by paths $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\partial _t \rho = - \nabla \cdot J(\rho )$$\end{document}$. These paths have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{I}=0$$\end{document}$ and are said to satisfy the hydrodynamics.

As well as the large-deviation principle for paths ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}), the MFT also provides a large-deviation principle for the fluctuations of the instantaneous density, in the steady state of the system. That is, if the time *T* is large enough that the system has converged to its steady state, one has$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm {Prob}[\rho _T^L \approx \rho ] \asymp \mathrm{e}^{-L^d\mathcal{V}(\rho )}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal V$$\end{document}$ is called the quasipotential: it determines the probability of fluctuations in the density. Eq. ([27](#Equ27){ref-type=""}) is derived under the assumption that the adjoint dynamics satisfy a further Large Deviation principle for a rate functional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal I^*$$\end{document}$. We refer to chapter II in \[[@CR9]\] for a detailed discussion.

We assume throughout that our system has a unique steady state, for which the most likely (*x*-dependent) density is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Reversible and Irreversible Systems {#Sec14}

For the microscopic dynamics, we already observed that the detailed balance condition ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) describes an important special case. By starting from this case, the generator was decomposed into two components ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), corresponding to a reversible process and a correction term that captures the irreversibility. At the hydrodynamic level, there is a corresponding decomposition which takes place at the level of the current: one writes$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} J=J_S + J_A . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The symmetric part of the current is defined \[[@CR9], Equ. (2.19)\] as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} J_S(\rho ) = - \chi (\rho ) \nabla \frac{\delta \mathcal{V}}{\delta \rho }, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\delta \mathcal{V}}{\delta \rho }$$\end{document}$ denotes the functional derivative of the quasipotential introduced in Eq. ([27](#Equ27){ref-type=""}). The antisymmetric part of the current is orthogonal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \int _\Lambda J_A(\rho ) \cdot \chi ^{-1}(\rho ) J_S(\rho ) \;\! dx = 0 , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which is sometimes referred to as a *Hamilton-Jacobi equation*. Note that this is an orthogonality in the space of fields: the presence of the integral implies that the currents $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J_A$$\end{document}$ do not have to be orthogonal at any specific point *x*. We note that on combining ([29](#Equ29){ref-type=""}) and ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}), one has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\int _\Lambda J_A(\rho ) \cdot \nabla \frac{\delta \mathcal{V}}{\delta \rho } \;\! dx = 0 ;$$\end{document}$ integrating by parts and using ([28](#Equ28){ref-type=""}) one sees that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \partial _t \mathcal{V} = \langle \partial _t \rho , \frac{\delta \mathcal{V}}{\delta \rho } \rangle = \langle \mathrm{div} J, -\frac{\delta \mathcal{V}}{\delta \rho } \rangle = -\langle J_S,\chi ^{-1} J_S\rangle \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which is independent of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J_A$$\end{document}$. Hence the quasipotential is non-increasing for paths satisfying the hydrodynamics, and (for any given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J_A$$\end{document}$.

The special case in which the microscopic model is reversible has two implications for the hydrodynamic limit as described by MFT. First, reversible models lead to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J=J_S$$\end{document}$. Second, assuming that correlations in the particle model occur only on the microscopic scale, the quasipotential within the MFT takes the simple (local) form \[[@CR9], Eq. (2.25)\]$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal{V}(\rho )=\int _\Lambda \Bigl [ f(\rho )-f(\overline{\rho })-f'(\overline{\rho })(\rho -\overline{\rho }) \Bigr ]\;\! dx, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f(\rho )$$\end{document}$ is the free energy per unit volume. (The dependence of *f* on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ is fixed by the microscopic model of interest; note also that both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hence for reversible microscopic models, the hydrodynamic current obeys$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We end this section with a brief comment on the boundary conditions within MFT. If the boundary is associated with coupling of the system to a reservoir at chemical potential $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Breaking Detailed Balance Accelerates Convergence {#Sec15}

We now state the sense in which breaking detailed balance accelerates convergence of interacting particle systems at the hydrodynamic scale. For the microscopic models, we compared two Markov chains, with the same invariant measure and generators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For each of these systems, we consider the large deviations of the time-averaged density, following Sect. [1.1.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Large deviation principles of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Proposition 3 {#FPar5}

Let the level-2.5 rate functional be given by ([37](#Equ37){ref-type=""}) and let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Remark* Note that this result will be strengthened later. We will obtain in equation ([51](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) an exact identity for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Proof {#FPar6}
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Of course, given the acceleration at the microscopic scale, the result ([38](#Equ38){ref-type=""}) that this acceleration is preserved at the hydrodynamic limit may not be surprising. However, we show below that the geometric structure underlying the MFT allows some stronger results for this acceleration to be established.

### Splitting the Current {#Sec16}

To understand the geometrical origin of ([38](#Equ38){ref-type=""}) in more detail, we now show that as well as the decomposition ([28](#Equ28){ref-type=""}), the antisymmetric current $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We arrive at the following structure for the hydrodynamic current:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$) specifies how the density is transported by the antisymmetric current, and also determines the large deviations at level-2. The latter will be established below as a consequence of the following proposition.

#### Proposition 4 {#FPar7}

The three terms on the right hand side of Eq. ([48](#Equ48){ref-type=""}) are all orthogonal in the sense of Eq. ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}). Moreover, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Proof {#FPar8}
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Combining Eq. ([48](#Equ48){ref-type=""}) and Eq. ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}), the dynamics of the density is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \partial _t \rho = \nabla \cdot \bigl (\chi (\rho ) \bigl [\nabla \tfrac{\delta \mathcal V}{\delta \rho } + \nabla \psi (\rho )\bigr ]\bigr ). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The first term on the right hand side describes steepest descent (gradient flow) of the quasipotential, within a (modified) Wasserstein metric \[[@CR1], [@CR27]\]. The second term describes a current that is orthogonal to the gradient flow (within the same metric), and leads to an evolution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now derive exact formulas for the level-2.5 and level-2 rate functionals based on the splitting in Proposition [4](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}.

#### Proposition 5 {#FPar9}

Let the level-2.5 large deviation rate functional be given by ([37](#Equ37){ref-type=""}). Further let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Proof {#FPar10}

The proof of equation ([50](#Equ50){ref-type=""}) follows from Proposition [4](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} and the representation of the rate functional ([40](#Equ40){ref-type=""}). The second result ([51](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) follows readily as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that these results are consistent with ([43](#Equ43){ref-type=""}) and ([44](#Equ44){ref-type=""}), where the minimising current was given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We moreover can recognise the first term on the right hand side of ([51](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_2^\mathrm{rev}(\rho )$$\end{document}$, so the second term on the right hand side is an exact formula for the difference in rate for reversible and irreversible processes. This shows that the convergence rate for the irreversible process is strictly faster, unless the force $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(-\nabla \psi )$$\end{document}$ vanishes. We recognise this as a condition that the antisymmetric part of the current contributes to the time derivative of the density (otherwise the convergence to equilibrium of the density can not be accelerated).
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                \begin{document}$$\nabla \psi $$\end{document}$ should be interpreted as forces acting in the space of densities. In order to sustain a large deviation of the density, the stochastic forces within the system must act to resist these (deterministic) forces. One sees from ([51](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) that the probability of this rare event (or large deviation) is given by the norms of the two forces, within a metric that depends on the mobility $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### An Example {#Sec17}

We have discussed the status of the MFT as a theory for the hydrodynamic limit of interacting particle systems. For a concrete example of this approach, we consider an interacting particle model known as the zero-range process (ZRP) \[[@CR38]\]. A microscopic description of the ZRP is given in Sect. [3.1](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}. For the purposes of this section, the important features of the ZRP are that its hydrodynamic limit is described by the MFT and that irreversible ZRPs have local quasipotentials of the form ([32](#Equ32){ref-type=""}). This latter fact allows straightforward comparison between reversible and irreversible models with the same quasipotential.

The hydrodynamic limit of the ZRP is a non-linear drift-diffusion$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One sees immediately from ([52](#Equ52){ref-type=""}) that the hydrodynamic current is given by ([26](#Equ26){ref-type=""}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f'(\rho )=\log \phi (\rho )$$\end{document}$, consistent with ([34](#Equ34){ref-type=""}). The ZRP may be either reversible or irreversible: one sees that reversible ZRPs lead to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Examining the rate function ([51](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) for the specific case of the ZRP, one can interpret the result as a generalisation of a result in \[[@CR35]\]. One has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note however the setting discussed in this work is different to that in \[[@CR35]\]: here we consider the hydrodynamic limit of many particles on a lattice while that work considers a single particle in a compact manifold without boundary. For non-interacting particles, the result is the same: the reason that for the many-particle system, the rate function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Application to the Zero-Range Process, and Numerical Results {#Sec18}
============================================================

The Zero-Range Process {#Sec19}
----------------------

The ZRP \[[@CR38]\] is a system in which interacting particles move on a finite lattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The interaction of the particles is encoded in a function *g*(*k*), with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Reversible and Irreversible ZRP {#Sec20}

The behaviour of the ZRP depends strongly on the choice of the connectivity function *c* as well as the interaction function *g*. We assume that particles hop only to nearest neighbour sites, so $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is easily verified that the model obeys the detailed balance condition ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) if one takes (for nearest neighbour sites)$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Generator and Invariant Measure {#Sec21}

We denote the configuration of the ZRP at time *t* with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that the ZRP as defined so far is reducible, since the number of particles is a conserved quantity under the dynamics. This setting is useful because it is easily verified (directly from the definition ([56](#Equ56){ref-type=""}) and using that the invariant measure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On restricting the model to a fixed number of particles *N*, the invariant measure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To make the comparison between reversible and irreversible models described in Sect. [2.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we require an irreversible model whose invariant measure is ([57](#Equ57){ref-type=""}). Again using that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally then, the conditions on the perturbations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In terms of the splitting ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) the symmetric part of the dynamics is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Hydrodynamic Limit {#Sec22}

The hydrodynamic limit of the ZRP is defined as follows. For a ZRP on a lattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The hydrodynamic limit corresponds to observing a system on increasingly large length and time scales. Note that since the number of sites in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c(x\rightarrow y)\rightarrow L^2 c(x\rightarrow y)$$\end{document}$. This ensures that the diffusive behaviour characteristic of the hydrodynamic limit is observed, and the hydrodynamic limit is consistent with MFT.

To fix the hop rates between sites in the ZRP, one fixes a smooth potential function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{k} :\Lambda \rightarrow \mathbb {R}^d$$\end{document}$ and takes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}^d$$\end{document}$.

The relation between the ZRP and the MFT is discussed in e.g. \[[@CR7], [@CR22]\] and in the review paper \[[@CR9]\]. In particular, for both reversible and irreversible ZRPs one arrives at the situation described in Sect. [2.2.5](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}. The hydrodynamic limit ([52](#Equ52){ref-type=""}) depends on the drift function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E(\tilde{x})=-\nabla \tilde{V}(\tilde{x})+\tilde{k}(\tilde{x})$$\end{document}$.

The MFT description of the ZRP also depends on a function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \rho = \sum _{k=1}^\infty \frac{k\;\!\phi (\rho )^{k}}{z(\phi (\rho )) g!(k)} . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We identify the right hand side of this equation as the mean local density associated with the measure ([57](#Equ57){ref-type=""}), at fugacity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal V(\rho ) = \int _\Lambda \biggl [\rho (x) \log \biggl (\frac{\phi (\rho (x))}{\phi (\bar{\rho }(x))}\biggr ) - \log \biggl (\frac{z(\phi (\rho (x)))}{z(\phi (\bar{\rho }(x)))}\biggr )\biggr ] dx. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Simulation Results {#Sec23}
------------------

We present numerical results for one-dimensional and two-dimensional systems, showing how breaking detailed balance \[that is, taking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{x,y}\ne 0$$\end{document}$ in ([55](#Equ55){ref-type=""})\] accelerates convergence to equilibrium. The simulations are performed using the Gillespie algorithm \[[@CR21]\]. The results illustrate several aspects of the theoretical analysis in Sect. [2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. First, the results of that section do not rely on how detailed balance is broken: we show that there are several possible choices and discuss their consequences. Second, our numerical results show in what contexts we expect to see significant acceleration of the dynamics on breaking detailed balance, and in what contexts we expect the acceleration to be mild.

In all cases, we show results that are scaled to be consistent with the hydrodynamic limit. That is, we map the lattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^2$$\end{document}$ so as to recover diffusive behaviour in the hydrodynamic limit.

In practical situations where the rate of convergence to equilibrium is important, a common situation is that the potential function *V* is not convex, but includes several (or many) minima, separated by high barriers. From a physical perspective, the temperature of our systems is a parameter that has been absorbed into the function *V*. In general, high barriers are linked with long (Arrhenius) time scales that are proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{e}^{\Delta V}$$\end{document}$. In order to understand whether breaking detailed balance can accelerate convergence in such non-convex problems, we consider cases where the function *V* has two minima, with longest time scale in the system corresponding to motion between these minima.

### Characterisation of Convergence {#Sec24}

We perform numerical simulations starting from a fixed (deterministic) initial condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \langle \eta , V\rangle = \sum _{x\in \Lambda _L} \eta (x) V(x). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We generate several trajectories (sample paths) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\hat{V}}(t)=\mathbb {E}_{\mu _0}(\langle \eta _t, V\rangle ) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$by taking the mean value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi (\rho )=\rho $$\end{document}$), we also estimate the macroscopic relative entropy as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} D(t) = \sum _{x\in \Lambda _L} \mathbb {E}_{\mu _0}(\eta _t(x)) \log \biggl (\frac{\mathbb {E}_{\mu _0}(\eta _t(x))}{\mathbb {E}_\pi (\eta (x))}\biggr ), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which can be seen as an approximation to the quasipotential, which is for an independent random walk given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal V(\rho _t) = \int _\Lambda \biggl [\rho _t(x) \log \Bigl (\frac{\rho _t(x)}{\bar{\rho }(x)}\Bigr ) + \rho _t(x) - \bar{\rho }(x) \biggr ]\;\!dx =\int _\Lambda \rho _t(x) \log \Bigl (\frac{\rho _t(x)}{\bar{\rho }(x)}\Bigr ) \;\!dx, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where we used the fact that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\int _\Lambda \rho _t(x) dx = \int _\Lambda \bar{\rho }(x) dx$$\end{document}$.

For numerical purposes, we estimate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {E}_{\mu _0}(\eta _t(x))$$\end{document}$ as the average occupancy of site *x* over the sample paths that we generate, and we calculate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} S(t) = -\sum _x \mathbb {E}_{\mu _0}(\eta _t(x)) \log \mathbb {E}_{\mu _0}(\eta _t(x)), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which is large if particles are delocalised throughout the system, and small if they are concentrated on a small number of sites. Again, we estimate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {E}_{\mu _0}(\eta _t(x))$$\end{document}$ as the average occupancy of site *x* over the sample paths that we generate, which provides an estimator of *S*.
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{V}},D,S$$\end{document}$ all converge as a function of time to stationary values, providing differing information as to the rates of convergence. Note that for non-interacting particles, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D(t) = -S(t)+\hat{V}(t) + \log z$$\end{document}$.

### One-Dimensional Case: Results {#Sec25}

We consider periodic boundaries for a model on a one-dimensional strip, this is equivalent to motion on the perimeter of a circle (flat torus in one dimension). In this case condition ([59](#Equ59){ref-type=""}) requires $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c\;\!\mathrm e^{V}$$\end{document}$ that is forcing the particles to travel around the circle. For a hydrodynamic limit consistent with macroscopic fluctuation theory, we require *c* to vary with the system size *L* as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c=E/L$$\end{document}$ with *E* a fixed constant \[[@CR9]\].

We note in passing that the use of periodic boundaries is essential for breaking balance in these closed systems: on a finite strip with reflecting boundary conditions, ([59](#Equ59){ref-type=""}) has no solutions except $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{x,y}=0$$\end{document}$ so there is no way to break detailed balance.

Thus, returning to the case with the periodic boundaries, the generator is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal L f(\eta ) = \sum _{x=0}^{L-1} \Bigl [\bigl (f(\eta ^{x,x+1})-f(\eta )\bigr )\;\!L^2g(\eta (x))\bigl ( \mathrm e^{(V(x)-V(x+1))/2} + {(E/L)} \mathrm e^{V(x)}\bigr )\\ +\bigl (f(\eta ^{x,x-1})-f(\eta )\bigr )\;\!L^2g(\eta (x))\bigl ( \mathrm e^{(V(x)-V(x-1))/2} - {(E/L)} \mathrm e^{V(x)}\bigr )\Bigr ], \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where the addition is periodically extended on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g(k)=k$$\end{document}$ so that the particles do not interact. The potential is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V \approx -2.052$$\end{document}$. The height of the barrier is approx 2.609. The initial condition has all particles on a single site, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The results in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} are for a domain of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L=150$$\end{document}$). We found the results to be qualitatively very similar, see the bottom right panel in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the convergence to equilibrium of the mean potential energy and the entropy. One sees that convergence of both the energy and the entropy is significantly faster when detailed balance is broken. To illustrate the mechanism for this effect, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows how the mean density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^2$$\end{document}$ leads to limiting behaviour independent of *L*. All results were obtained by averaging over 20, 000 individual particle trajectories Fig. 2One-dimensional simulation for independent random walk on a *circle* with the potential ([67](#Equ67){ref-type=""}). Configuration at different times for the reversible (*top row*) and the irreversible (*bottom row*) process with drift 'to the right' and steady state (*in black*). *x*-axis: position. *y*-axis: averaged number of particles. In the irreversible case, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D(t)\rightarrow 0$$\end{document}$ at long times, as the system converges to its steady state. However, in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} one sees that our estimate of *D*(*t*) converges instead to a small positive constant. This offset arises because our estimator of *D*(*t*) is biased: it is based on *m* independent numerical simulations (each with *N* particles) and the expectation value of our estimator converges to *D*(*t*) only as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta ^k_t(x)$$\end{document}$ is the number of particles on site *x* at time *t* in the *k*-th simulation. Inserting this estimate into the (nonlinear) expression ([64](#Equ64){ref-type=""}), it is easily shown that the resulting estimator of *D*(*t*) has in general a finite bias. However, as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### One-Dimensional Case: Discussion {#Sec26}

This one-dimensional model is useful for illustrative purposes and establishes the general principles derived in Sect. [2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. However, the restriction to one dimension means that detailed balance can only be broken by applying a driving force $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c\,\mathrm{e}^{V}$$\end{document}$ (otherwise the invariant measure would be changed). If barriers are large, one sees that the driving force near the top of the barrier must be very large indeed: it is hard to see how this can be realised in practical applications. Physically, the idea is to drive a constant current around the periodic system, and this requires the drift velocities (and hence forces) to be largest at the top of any barriers, where the density is least. In this sense, it is perhaps not surprising that by applying large forces to quickly drive particles over all barriers in the system, one can significantly speed up mixing of the particles between the two minima of the potential.

For these reasons, we turn to a two-dimensional system, where there are many more ways of breaking detailed balance while preserving the same invariant measure.

### Two Dimensional Case: Model and Results {#Sec27}

In two dimensions, there is considerably more freedom in the choice of the rates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Denoting the Euclidean basis for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Any choice of the function *W* is possible, and should lead to acceleration of the dynamics, following the theoretical analysis of Sect. [2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. Here we concentrate on a case where *W* is related to the potential *V*, so that the rates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c(x\rightarrow y)$$\end{document}$ depend only on the gradients of the potential in the vicinity of site *x*. (The physical idea is that particle motion is naturally sensitive to local potential gradients since these correspond to forces acting on the particles. On the other hand, the motion of a particular particle should not be sensitive to the total energy *V*, since this depends on the state of the system far away from that particle). To arrive at forces that depend only on potential gradients, we take $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On taking the hydrodynamic limit, this gives rise to the driving force$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g(k)=k$$\end{document}$ with the potential ([70](#Equ70){ref-type=""}) at different times. (*Dark*) *blue* means low number of particles, *yellow* means many particles. *Top row* reversible process. *Bottom row* irreversible process (Color figure online) Fig. 6ZRP with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following simulations are on a two dimensional closed domain with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We consider three different ZRPs, corresponding to different choices for *g*(*k*). Firstly, we consider the linear case (independent particles), where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Two Dimensional Case: Discussion {#Sec28}

We close this section with Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, which quantifies the acceleration in the models where particles attract, repel, or have no interactions. For this, we consider the average energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the data in the table, on sees that the processes are typically accelerated by factors about 1.75 independent of the choice of *g*(*k*). We checked different thresholds (here we displayed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta x_1=0.2$$\end{document}$) which all lead to the same conclusions.

These are significant accelerations, although considerably less than the dramatic speedup of order 10 observed in one dimension. However, the physical mechanisms for the acceleration are different in the two cases. In one dimension, the drift forces which act to push particles up and over the barrier, so the forces are very large at the top of the barrier. In two dimensions, the effect is more subtle: returning to Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and recalling that the drift force in ([69](#Equ69){ref-type=""}) is obtained by a rotation of the potential gradient, one sees that in the vicinity of the saddle point of the potential, there is a net drift to the left in the top part of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, and a drift to the right in the bottom part. A natural analogy is a gentle stirring motion that happens in the vicinity of the saddle point, and tends to accelerate mixing. This seems a much more plausible mechanism for accelerating convergence to equilibrium in practical situations, compared with the large forces required in one dimension.

Finally, we note that transport between the minima of a non-convex potential energy always involves a slow time scale proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{e}^{-\Delta V}$$\end{document}$. However, the results here show that mixing of particles between energy minima can be accelerated by enhancing the probability that if a particle reaches a region with high *V*, it takes advantage of this excursion in order to cross the barrier. The mechanisms for this enhanced probability differ between the models considered here---it would be interesting to investigate this effect further, so as to understand how general these mechanisms are and how they can be exploited in practical applications.

Conclusion and Outlook {#Sec29}
======================

We have considered interacting particle systems described by Markov chains, and their hydrodynamic limits, as described by macroscopic fluctuation theory. We compare reversible and irreversible processes: for an irreversible system with generator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {L}$$\end{document}$, the corresponding reversible process is the one identified in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), whose generator is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {L}_S$$\end{document}$. At the microscopic level, it is known that the irreversible process then converges to its steady state at least as fast as the reversible one---this can be demonstrated by considering either the spectral gap or the (level-2) large deviations of the empirical measure. In the hydrodynamic limit, Eq. ([38](#Equ38){ref-type=""}) shows that this property is preserved, by considering the large deviations of the empirical density. Moreover, Eq. ([51](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) gives a quantitative expression for the acceleration of convergence, which may be seen as a generalisation of previous results for single-particle diffusions \[[@CR35]\].

Our numerical results for the ZRP reinforce the observation that for a given reversible system, there is a large family of irreversible systems for which convergence to equilibrium is faster (or, at least, equally fast). We considered two cases: either a drift force in a single direction, which acts to drive a system around a circle (Sect. [3.2.2](#Sec25){ref-type="sec"}) or the introduction of a force that drives the system around the level sets of the potential (Sect. [3.2.4](#Sec27){ref-type="sec"}). In both cases, we observe acceleration of convergence, as expected.

The results within MFT provide a geometrical interpretation of the acceleration, in terms of forces that act in directions perpendicular to the free energy gradient, as shown by orthogonality relations for currents such as Eq. ([46](#Equ46){ref-type=""}). We have argued that such forces can act to accelerate convergence by driving the system away from regions where the free energy gradient is shallow, in which cases reversible processes exhibit slow convergence.

We offer two perspectives on future application of these ideas. First, we have shown that breaking detailed balance generically accelerates convergence, but of course there are very many ways to write down irreversible models, and it is not clear what choices are most practical in applications, nor which ones lead to the fastest convergence. In particular, the choice considered for ZRP examples shown here are rather specific to systems in one or two dimensions. (We emphasise however that the configuration spaces of the ZRP are very high-dimensional since we consider *N* interacting particles, so the methods are not restricted to systems with low-dimensional configuration spaces.) Second, we gave a geometrical interpretation in which the symmetric dynamics correspond to the gradient flow (steepest descent) of the free energy and the antisymmetric dynamics are in some sense orthogonal to this gradient flow. This offers a potentially new perspective on hydrodynamic limits in irreversible systems, which it would be interesting to investigate further, for example with a view towards obtaining analytic estimates for the rate of convergence.

Supporting data for this manuscript and the code used for the simulations will be made available short after publication on the University of Bath data archive (DOI:10.15125/BATH-00365).
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